Theoretical and computational methods for the prediction of protein subcellular localization have been proposed and are developing continuously. Many representations of protein sequence are proposed but a new problem arises: how to organize them together to improve prediction. It is an available solution to serialize multiple representations to single bigger one, but is still hard to avoid calculation error derived from greatly different feature values and causes huge computational burden natively because of high dimensional feature vector. We present a novel method based on decision templates(DT) for such problems in this paper. First, a protein sequence is represented as three new types of feature vectors. Then, the feature vectors are further taken as the inputs of individual SVM classifiers respectively. Finally, the outputs of these classifiers are aggregated by decision templates. The results demonstrate that DT is superior to other methods of subcellular localization prediction.
Introduction
As one of the most important areas in post-genome era, proteomics aims to understand proteins' potential roles, elucidate their interaction in a cellular context, and further make the corresponding functional annotation. Determination of subcellular location of proteins is of essence and importance to their functional annotation. However, the biological experiment of protein subcellular localization will be hard to meet the demands due to both time-consuming and expensive cost. Therefore, to bridge this gap, there is a need to develop more effective methods.
During the last decade, many theoretical and computational methods were developed in an attempt to predict subcellular localization of protein. Originally, Nakashima and Nishikawa represented protein sequence with amino acid composition (AAC) and indicated that intracellular and extracellular proteins are significantly different in this representation [1] . The subsequent studies showed that AAC is closely related to protein subcellular localizations [2] [3] [4] . Although AAC can represent the major information of sequence, it always ignores the sequence-order and structure information of protein. Hence two sequences, different in function and localization but similar in AAC, may be predicted as the same localization. To represent protein sequence better, some improved representations have been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
So many representation methods give us lots of choices to predict subcellular localization of protein, but also push a new problem out: how to organize them together to achieve better prediction than what any single method can do.
One available solution is to serialize multiple representations to single bigger one, in other words, combined feature. In this way, it is proved that the prediction obtained can be better [5] . However, there are still two problems need to be solved. First, it is hard to avoid calculation error because feature values derived from multiple representations are always greatly different. Secondly, the combined feature vector is always of high dimension which bring out huge computational burden natively. Chou's pseudo amino acid composition (PseAA) provides a good way to the former problem [5, 6, 14] . However, the latter one is still the obstacle to build the online application of subcellular localization prediction which is already the tendency of this research area [15] .
To solve above problems, some methods are presented by performing majority vote algorithm to the outputs of several classifiers which use different feature representations as inputs respectively. In this paper, we introduce three types of feature representation methods, and then use a multiple classifier fusion scheme, decision templates (DT), to perform the prediction of protein subcellular localization.
Database
In this paper, we use several databases which are presented in [5] and [15] respectively. These databases vary with the version of SWISS-PROT, the type of locations, the count of subcellular localization and total number of sequences. The similarities between sequences are all less than 80%. Table 1 . The database used in this paper Database CH01-J [5] CH01-I [5] HO06-P [15] SWISS Remarkably, the former database is composed of a training set and a testing set; the latter one contains three databases of which many locations and sequences overlap, therefore only the plant database are used here as a result of holding the most locations. Consequently, there are three databases used in these papers, which are shortly denoted by CH01-J, CH01-I, and HO06-P and listed in Table 1 .
Representation Methods
Without loss of generality, we assume that there are N protein sequences in the dataset, let k L be the length of the k th sequence k p , and i α be the i th element of 20 natural amino acids represented by English letters A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W and Y respectively.
Multi-scale Energy
According to amino acid composition, the protein sequence k p can be characterized as a 20-D feature vector:
is the normalized occurrence frequency of amino acid i α , and i n is the count of i α appearing in sequence k p . However, it is not sufficient to represent a specific protein sequence only based on AAC. Consequently, there is a need to improve AAC or develop other representations of protein sequence to deal with such case.
Using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and Mallat fast algorithm [16] , we proposed the multi-scale energy (MSE) representation to improve AAC [8] . Each protein sequence can be firstly coded into digital signal by mapping all amino acid residues of protein sequence to the corresponding numerical value according to one of amino acid indices [17] . Here we choose the hydrophilicity index HOPT810101 from amino acid index database. Hence, such a coded protein sequence can be treated as a digital signal and further processed by DWT.
According to DWT and Mallat fast algorithm, the fine-scale and large-scale information of a protein hydrophilicity signal can be simultaneously investigated by projecting the mapped digital signal onto a set of wavelet basis functions with various scales. Here, the wavelet basis function used is symlet wavelet. The features extracted from the wavelet-based multi-resolution information, can discriminate different types of protein signals. Consequently, sequence k p can be characterized as a (m+1)-D feature vector of multi-scale energy(MSE):
Here m is the coarsest scale of decomposition, 
where j N is the number of the wavelet detail coefficients, m N is the number of the wavelet approximation coefficients, ( ) Obviously, MSE contains the approximation and detail information of protein signal which reflect sequence-order effects. In order to get better representation, we combine MSE with AAC and construct the following (20+m+1)-D feature vector k
x v to represent sequence k p .
Moment Descriptor
Considering the order amino acid, we proposed a new feature representation method, called moment descriptor (MD) [12] . Firstly, instead of using the direct definition of AAC in (1), we calculate k i c by introducing position indicator , k i j Δ as follows:
Obviously, (5) is the sampled statistical mean (raw moment) of position indicator. Hence, we choose it as the first MD of protein sequence.
Secondly, considering the position of amino acid i α in sequence k p , we define another feature for amino acid i α :
where k i m represents mean of position of i α . We choose it as the second MD.
Thirdly, the sampled variance k i v of position of amino acid i α in sequence k p is considered:
where k i v represents the second-order central moment of position of amino acid i α in sequence k p . We choose it as the third MD of protein sequence. Eventually, we get a combined feature vector for sequence k p by serializing above three moment descriptors:
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Amino Acid Composition Distribution
As we know, the tertiary structure of protein is always composed of several secondary structure units, such as α -helix or β -sheet. Considering this fact, we present a new representation, amino acid composition distribution (AACD) which divide a protein sequence k p equally into multiple segments and then calculate AAC of each segment in series [13] . So the sequence k p can be represented as the following formula: 
where n is the count of segments, 1, , 20, , , ,
,
where , k i m t is the count of i α appearing in the m th segment of sequence k p .
In order to be the input of classifier, this representation of protein sequence k p is turned to a feature vector as the following:
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4 Classification and Assessment
Support Vector Machines
When the representation of protein sequence is set, next step is just to choose a classifier to perform the prediction of subcellular localization. Many types of classifiers which have been applied to such prediction, such as neural network [2] , covariant discriminant algorithm [5] , fuzzy KNN [18] and support vector machines(SVM) [9, 10, 15] . In these classifiers, SVM has been more broadly applied to such prediction due to its good performance of classification. SVM was originally designed for binary classification [19] while such prediction is M-class classification. Usually, we can construct M-class SVMs to solve such problem based on the binary class SVM. That is an ongoing research issue. Extensive experiments have shown that ''One-Versus-Rest'' (OVR) [19] , ''One-Versus-One'' (OVO) [20] and ''Directed Acyclic Graph'' (DAG) [21] are practical [8, 12, 22, 23] . Because of its convenient usage, OVO is used in this paper.
To perform the prediction, the SVM software, LIBSVM, is used, and can be freely downloaded from http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/ for academic research [22] . In addition, we do the training only with the RBF kernel in all experiments.
Multiple Classifier System and Decision Template
If we have different feature sets, different training sets, different classification methods or different training sessions, then multiple classifier system (MCS) is proposed to improve classification or prediction accuracy by combining the outputs of a set of classifiers [24, 25] . Various combined schemes for MCS can be grouped into three basic main categories according to their architecture: serial (cascading), hierarchical and parallel architectures [25] . Most combination schemes in the literatures belong to the parallel MCS which involves two kinds of aggregated schemes. The one is known as selection rule [26] of which clustering and selection, dynamic classifier selection with local accuracy are always used. The other is referred to as fusion rule which includes lots of related algorithms, for example, majority vote [24] .
If the set of classifiers is fixed, the problem focuses on the aggregated function or rule. It is also possible to use a fixed combiner and optimize the set of input classifiers. We only consider the former one in this paper. Due to the higher efficiency and flexibility, we select parallel MCS and use the fusion rule decision templates (DT). DT is non-sensitive to poorly trained individual classifiers, and can achieve good and stable performance without strict probabilistic conditions [27] . ,..., ,...,
x v is the degree of "support" given by classifier i e to the hypothesis that x v comes from class j ω . The outputs of L classifiers can be organized in a decision profile (DP) as the matrix [27] :
where the components ( ) Let Z be the crisp labeled training dataset. The decision template for class j ω denoted j DT can be regarded as the expected 
where ( ) , j dt k i is the k, i-th element in decision template j DT .
Then, we can get the find predicted class label of x v by:
Prediction of Assessment
To make a fair and full comparison, jackknife test are used to CH01-J and independent test to CH01-I and 5-fold cross validation (5CV) to HO06-P respectively. During the process of jackknife test, each protein in training dataset is singled out in turn as a test sample, and the remaining are used as training samples. For independent test, proteins in training dataset are used as training samples, and those in independent test dataset are used as test samples. The quality of independent test indicates the ability of generalization of prediction system. To assess the quality of jackknife and independent test, the total prediction accuracy is always used and defined as: (17) According to 5CV procedure, the dataset is split randomly and equally into 5 subsets. In turn, we take each subset as the testing set to evaluate the prediction, and use the rest subsets to build classification modal, in other words, to do the training. The average and the standard deviation of the accuracies of all evaluations are used to indicate the performance of prediction, and are defined respectively as:
where i Q is the accuracy of the i th evaluation and k is the count of cross-validation.
Besides the total accuracy or average accuracy, the sensitivity ( 
Experiment and Discussion
Each of protein sequences is firstly represented as three types of feature vectors which are corresponding to MSE, MD, and AACD respectively. Then, the proposed feature representations are taken as the inputs of three multi-class SVM classifiers respectively. Finally, the prediction is performed by fusing the outputs of these individual SVM classifiers with decision templates rule.
Comparison with the Former Methods
In order to validate the effectiveness of decision templates and make fair comparisons, we perform DT on all selected databases, use jackknife test to CH01-J, independent test to CH01-I, and 5CV test to HO06-P respectively. The results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. We can see that DT wins the best accuracies and achieves the lowest standard deviations. To dataset CH01-J, the accuracy achieved by DT is 83.75%, and 10.72%, 16.07% and 10.18% higher than those achieved by [5, 6, 14] , respectively. To dataset CH01-I, the accuracy achieved by DT is 88.41%, and 7.54%, 14.55% and 8.62% higher than those achieved by [5, 6, 14] , respectively. To dataset HO06-P, the accuracy Table 2 . The results of the comparison with the former methods for database Chou CH01-J CH01-I Methods Jackknife(%) Independent(%) Chou [5] 73.03 80.87 Pan [6] 67.68 73.86 Xiao [14] 73.57 79.79 Our(DT) 83.75 88.41 Table 3 . The results of the comparison with the former methods for database HO06-P by 5CV
PORST [28] MultiLoc [15] DT achieved by DT is 82.68%, and 25.18% and 8.08% higher than those achieved by [28] and [15] , respectively. In addition, DT achieves the lowest standard deviation.
The Performance Analysis of DT
In order to analyze the performance of DT, we make a contrast with the "single best" classifier and the "oracle". The "single best" classifier is referred to as the member classifier which achieves the best accuracy. The "oracle" is such procedure which assign the correct class label to x v as long as one individual classifier produces the correct class label of x v [27] . The result of "oracle" can reflect the maximum bound of the classification ability of MCS. The results of Chou-J, Chou-I and HO06-P are listed in Table 4 , 5, and 6 respectively. Firstly, these results show that DT fusion rule can achieve better total accuracy and lower standard deviation than the "single best" classifier. Secondly, the sensitivity, the specificity and MCC of each location are always improved in most cases. Especially, the performances of prediction on those locations which have minority protein sequences are improved greatly. Finally, the results of "oracle" show that the fusion of MSE, MD and AACD can represent protein sequence better than any single feature representation because the maximum bound of the classification ability of MCS for three dataset are 89.14%, 93.42 and 90.86%, respectively.
Furthermore, we also compare DT with other popular aggregated rules which are majority vote (MV) [24] and dynamic classifier selection with local accuracy (DCS_LA) [26] . The results are shown in Table 7 . These results also show that DT fusion rule can achieve better total accuracy and lower standard deviation than both MV and DCS_LA rules.
As above described, DT is an effective and robust method to subcellular localization prediction.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented three types of representation methods, MSE, MD and AACD, and then performed prediction of protein subcellular localization by using the parallel MCS. Instead of serializing the proposed representations of protein sequence to single bigger one, the presented method integrates them together by DT fusion rule. DT aggregates the outputs of three individual SVM classifiers which take those representations as the inputs respectively. Compared with other prediction methods, other aggregated rules and the single best classifier, the results show that DT achieves better prediction of subcellular localization and is more effective and robust to subcellular localization prediction. In addition, DT also avoids huge computational burden increased by high dimension derived from the serialization of multiple representations. Consequently, DT can be applied to develop the application of subcellular localization prediction.
